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PREFATORY NOTE

With rare exceptions, magazine articles pass soon after their publication into a forgetfulness from which even Poole's Index is no sufficient deliverer. Yet old questions remain unanswered, and in forgotten discussions often lie precious intimations of truth. Although never a prolific writer for current reviews, Dr. Everett contributed, especially to the regular publications of his own religious communion, articles which have seemed worthy of preservation in collected form, not only because of their intrinsic merit,—all of Dr. Everett's thinking was so permeated with what he was accustomed to call the ideas of the reason that whatever he wrote has elements of universal and eternal value,—but also as trustworthy indications of the spirit and tendency of religious thought in America during the last half of the nine-
teenth century. Unrevised and unedited, these essays, written to serve his generation by one whose thought and life were deeply of the Eternal, are here reprinted for the Truth they contain, the Goodness they inspire, the Beauty they reveal.

W. W. FENN.

CAMBRIDGE, November 7, 1902.
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